
Dr McCullough’s 17 minute testimony to the EU…
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From here: Dr. McCullough's Speech at the European Parliament (rumble.com) Big h.t to Jeff Childers here
Here are Jeff’s notes: “Dr. McCullough named names, called out individuals like Jerome Powell and Peter
Daszak, and encouraged the EU to completely withdraw from the W.H.O., persuasively arguing the
international health agency is a sold-out co-conspirator in a harmful bio-pharmaceutical syndicate.
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bvd9701 24 hrs ago

It is DISOBEDIENCE to the official narrative that sends these psychos into a rage quenched only by

extreme violence.

In their twisted minds, such violence is entirely justified in the service of coercing obedience. They

actually believe themselves to be HEROES - protecting their new religion.

These psychopaths are a lost cause. They are too far gone. Unsalvageable. One can only hope they

keel over after their 6th or 7th transfection of the Deathvax

™

 and are no longer able to violently

assault anyone.
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bvd9701 23 hrs ago

Look up impulse control disorders affecting the limbic system and the frontal cortex of the brain.

These people acting out in public have neurodegenerative brain disease (prion disease).

Both the lab-created, DoD-funded viral variants and the “vaccines” are stealth, slow-kill

bioweapons...as will become painfully obvious in the next 3-5 years. At most.
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K Mac Sep 16 Liked by Peter Halligan

Very insightful article. But how can there be such a thing as a safe batch of injections, period?
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Peter Halligan Sep 16 Author

Yes. Vaccines are not safe, injections even less so.
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Mary Lou Longworth Sep 16 Liked by Peter Halligan

Whenever John Leake or Dr. Peter McCullough speak or write, I always find new words. I love to look

up words and their meanings. In this speech, the word is: Penumbra. McCullough used that word to

describe the ever-widening circles of disability and injury emanating from the vaccine itself. Not sure if

I'm ready to use it in a sentence.
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Thomas Marsh Sep 16 Liked by Peter Halligan

And politicians are doing very little to REALLY look at gross political corruption by unelected

regulators...in fact it is their politics which has cause many deaths thru out the world...and these

politicians are doing nothing to stop these actors of death of others.
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Sep 16

.

The Brains Of The Injected

Can't Keep Up

With How Rapidly

Their Bodies Are Deteriorating.

(That's The Good News.)

(( Same As The Bad News ))

.
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Dr. K Sep 16 Liked by Peter Halligan

Peter, the published study goes on for six months, not one. But they likely last longer...they just

stopped looking at six months.
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Peter Halligan Sep 16 Author

Ok. We are in a much longer phase of the experiment - discovery may reveal years or even

decades of traces of sufficient toxicity to cause issues.

J wonder how many of the vaxx injured since Dec 2020 have died or worsened and are not being

reported.
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